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Emerald rings are hot favourite among women of all ages because of their rich green colour. The
ravishingly beautiful appearance of these rings separates them from other rings of the world. There
is a divine charm associated with these rings, about which only the wearer has the idea. The
heavenly beauty of these rings has the capability to take you on the trip to the beautiful world, the
one which comprises sheer beauty. The article will help you get the perfect emerald rings out of so
many rings available in the market. Reading further would help you know some useful information.

A mineral known as Beryl is used in the composition of emerald rings. The chromium and vanadium
present in an emerald gives it green appearance. A very little amount of chromium is blended with
Beryl during the process of composition. To make sure that an emerald ring always keeps on
shining, oil is used. The experts strongly believe that oil helps in intensifying the green color always
making its appearance alive. The emerald owners must note that keeping an emerald in ultrasonic
machine can take its oil off and would lead it to look dull. So it is advised that one should use a soft
piece of cloth to clean a gemstone like emerald.

Emerald rings can even be more expensive than diamonds if they are of the superior quality. The
highest quality emerald has the inclusions, which cannot be seen with naked eyes. Jewellery
experts use a magnifying glass to see those inclusions. The green colour which is the pride of an
emerald is also used to determine its quality. The darker the green colour is, the better the emerald
is.  An emerald ring is something which is too fragile to be broken into pieces. You dedicatedly need
to take care of your emerald ring in order to protect it. It is advised not to wear it while you are doing
something like sports. Even while you are doing household chores, it is better to keep it aside and
then work.

The rich green emeralds which are used in the manufacturing of emerald rings are found in
Columbia. Now the world knows them by the name â€˜Columbian emeraldsâ€™. History also tells about the
American jewellers who once found stones which had Vanadium as the major constituent. Later on,
these stones were called as â€˜Vanadium emeralds.
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